
Gintonica  

Renton’s Labels was proud to be involved in 
the design and label printing of the Gintonica 
Australian Gin Advent Calendar. 
 
Jacqueline Stootman worked closely with David 
Box of Gintonica to design and print 24 individual 
mini-me gin labels for each gin included in the 
advent calendar. Each label is designed to reflect 
the branding of the full scale labels while also 
including the Gintonica branding.

Jacqueline also designed the advent calendar 
packaging which was outsourced by Gintonica. 
We are also designing and printing 
4 mini-me labels per month for 
Gintonica’s Gin-a-Month  
subscription service.

This first edition of Renton’s 
Printing News accompanies our 
regular monthly newsletter,  
Keeping Your Customers For Life. 
Our unique range of customer 
relationship products includes 
Christmas cards, thank you cards, 
birthday cards, Christmas stickers, 
thank you stickers, calendars, note 
pads and fridge magnets. 

The intention is to publish this newsletter 
quarterly and it will include the latest news, some 
of the latest printing ideas and different items we 
have printed.  
 
Please email sales@rentonsprinting.com.au if you 
wish to get a quote for labels, graphic design, 
business cards, brochures, booklets, catalogues, 
presentation folders, invoice books or any other 
printing.
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Introduction

5 Reasons To Choose Renton’s Printing

Printing Highlights From Last Quarter

1.  Fast Turnaround Times for quoting, printing and delivery.

2.  Flat Delivery Fee Of Just $7.

3.  Artwork & Design services and free design advice available from our skilled in-house team. 
There is no charge to receive your artwork or make minor changes.

4.  Experts in Print Marketing. Ask us for help with headlines, layout and copywriting.

5.  120% Money Back Guarantee. We guarantee the quality of all of our printing. In the unlikely 
event that you’re not absolutely delighted with your order we will provide a refund to the value 
of 120% of your purchase price. You risk nothing when you order from Renton’s Printing.

Ian Renton
Managing Director
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Jacqueline Stootman
Graphic Designer 
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Get The Best Out Of Your 
Business Card Design
Your business card is not just a name tag with 
your name and business name. It is a marketing 
tool and must be used this way. The business card 
is not about yourself. It is about your clients and 
how you can help them.

Include a brief statement about why you can 
serve your clients better than your competitors. 
You could also include a testimonial if you can fit 
it in.

I recommend you include your photo on the front 
of your business card for two reasons. Firstly, it 
adds to your credibility. Your customers can see 
who they are doing business with. Secondly, we 
remember faces more easily than we remember 
names. The photo should be a head shot and be 
taken in business attire.

Next, you should provide your name and your 
business name and multiple ways to contact you 
which may include some or most of the following:

The more ways of contacting you the better. It 
adds to your credibility. A business card with a 
mobile number and no other contact information 
is inadequate.
 
Use other information to build your credibility. 
This includes licence numbers, associations you 
belong to, qualifications or accreditation and even 

- Website
- Email Address 
- Physical Address
- Postal Address

- Land line
- Mobile Number
- Fax Number
- Social Media Contacts

a list of a business partners or prominent clients. 
Your business card begins to tell a story about 
you.

You will also include your logo. I have mentioned 
this last as it is the least important part of your 
business card. The biggest mistake I see business 
owners make is to place way too much emphasis 
on their logo.

I recommend employing a skilful graphic 
designer to create a modern design. Choose the 
appropriate fonts, point sizes and colours. If you 
prefer, you can contact our design team who have 
had lots of experience in business card design. I 
can also help you with copy for no extra charge.
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Testimonials

Renton’s Labels

Professional Service 

“I just want to say thank you 
sooooo much for the invites, I’m 
literally over the moon. They are 
perfect! The service you provided 
was so professional along with 
the quality and attention to detail 
of the invites. Also the speed in 
which I received them… amazing!”

 

Rose Cullen, Sydney NSW

Best Service I’ve Ever Received 

“I am more than happy with the 
brochures I received; the quality 
and the turnaround. Ian personally 
delivered the final product to my 
office as I had a tight deadline. 
Some of the best service I’ve ever 
received.”

Christie Burmester, Bella Vista 
NSW

Provided Us With Excellent Ideas 

“Renton’s Printing offer expert 
assistance and guidance with design 
and layout and we know they will 
provide us with some excellent 
ideas from which to choose from. I 
am really pleased with the personal 
service from Robyn, the quality of 
the end product and the competitive 
pricing.”

 

John Aitchson, IT Can Be Done, 
Bossley Park NSW
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